## Achievements to date

### National
- Shared understanding and vision with National institutions on AIS
- Market place event to network with partners
- Contribution to Strategic Plan for the Transformation of Agriculture in Rwanda (PSTA 4)

### Organization
- Identification of Key/Lead/Influential organisations
- Collaboration with local and international organizations to address capacity needs

### Niche
- Consultations/dialogue with niche actors
- Improved comms and understanding within niche partnerships
- Capacity needs assessed and validated
- Niche networks analysed
- Development and validation of coaching plan

**What’s next?**

**September 2017**
- Development and validation of coaching plan & modules for organizational CD
- Validation of niche coaching plan & modules
- Organizational CNA

**October 17 – mid 18**
- Policy dialogue
- Learning and Reflection
- Refinement
- Evaluation and documentati on of the results
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